Can't Stop Lovin' You

**CHORUS 2**

```
35  E           A           F#m
    | D5 A/C# B5 A5 |
39  E           A           F#m
    | D5 A/C# B5 A5 |
43  G A E       G A E       G A B Baug
```

**BRIDGE**

```
47  C           Am           E       A       B       C
    | Am           E       C#m     C |
51  Am           E           C#m     C     long slide
```

**CHORUS 3**

```
56  E           A           F#m
    | D5 A/C# B5 A5 |
60  E           A           F#m
    | D5 A/C# B5 A5 |
```

**OUTRO**

```
64  G A E       G A E       G A E       2
```

FADE OUT

Hope this chart is helpful to you! I aim for accuracy and will always keep my transcriptions 100% free.
That said, any gratuity - and/or a follow - is always appreciated! Thank you!
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